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Multimedia Interface 

IF-VAGMMIVIN2  
 

LVDS video inserter 
with integrated audio switch 

 
For Audi vehicles with MMI navigation 

 

User Manual 

 

 
Legal information: 
This interface should be used to display fixed menus 
during your journey, for example the MP3 menu for DVD 
upgrades. The driver of the vehicle must never be 
distracted by moving pictures. In most countries/states, 
watching movies whilst driving is prohibited. Therefore, 
we do not accept any liability for material damage or 
personal injury resulting, directly or indirectly, from the 
installation or the operation of this TV-free interface. 
 
Before installing, switch off the ignition and disconnect 
the battery.  
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Features of IF-VAGMMIVIN2:                             

 Video to LVDS converter with frame rate converting. 

Frame buffer offers very stable timing to the panel 

even under poor video signal conditions.  

 De-interlacing video processing for 

PAL/NTSC/SECAM video with Automatic 

PAL/SECAM /NTSC selection 

 High quality video decoder provides 3-dimensional 

comb filter, and provides high quality video for RGB 

and AV inputs 

 High quality image processor makes PAL/SECAM 

625-line image displayed on AUDI original 240-line 

screen without picture distortion or line cropping 

 OSD shows the input channel and interface status 

 Automatic camera input switch 

 Automatic switching to RGB-input if after market 

navigation is installed 

 MMI key activation wire for AV switching 

 Anti-audio-POP noise in AV1/2/3 input selection 

 Special connector to eliminate the possibility of 

wrong-plugging 

 3 AV inputs, camera input and high quality RGB 

input, with dip switches to disable each input 
 2 RCA video outputs for rear seat entertainment 
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(1) connections                                
The Interface has to be installed into the LVDS leads 

between monitor control box and monitor.  The control 

box is located behind the dash board. 

 

vehicle monitor  

control box input          

 

 

                       vehicle monitor output           
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 The RGB cable is to connect an after market 

navigation unit to the interface.  Check interface 

shell for pin-definition. 

Talkover has to be 

connected to the navi’s 

mute wire. 

 The AV input/output wires 

have the following 

definitions: 

[From left to right] 

AV1 input, AV2 input, AV3 input, 

camera video input, Audio output, 

Video output for rear seat entertainment [2 yellow jacks]. 

 

Note: 

 The Audio signal of AV1, AV2, AV3, RGB-In are 

INPUT signals, while the Audio signal of AV4 is 

OUTPUT signal. This audio signal is 4-to-1 selected 

by an internal switch.  It should be connected to an 

AUX audio input if available or to an FM-modulator 

The 6pin Power wires: 

 The Batt should be connected to +12V 

constant current. 2A fuse in installed. 

 The ACC is the ignition wire. 

 The safe signal is factory preset to the 

function which is marked on the sticker 

which is located on the product. 

 The GND signal should be connected to the 

vehicle GND. 
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 Camera activation [green wire] should be 

connected to the positive end of the rear gear 

lights.   

 iDrv signal [white wire] should be connected to the 

MMI wire of the car, when the NAVI key of the MMI 

is pressed, the input can be selected between 

LVDSin  RGB AV1 AV2 AV3 AV4 LVDSin… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The vehicles MMI wire is on pin 16 of the 20pin 

connector one the monitor control box.  The 

connector can be red or black. 
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 Dip Switches.  With the dip switches the user can 

set the inputs that are in use.  Dip off means that 

an input is skipped when the NAV key of the MMI is 

pressed.  The last dip switches are for picture 

settings. 

   
 Original NAVI disable jumper 

If there is no original Car navigation unit [e.g.most 

imported Audi cars], the user can disable the 

original LVDS navigation input.  Then each 

pressing the NAV key will switch only between: 

AV1  AV2 AV3 AV4 RGB AV1….  

In this case the user should insert the jumper here, 

to disable the original LVDS input.  [if the user 

wants to go back to the car original screen, he can 

press any other key on the MMI console] 

When this jumper is removed, and the user presses 

the NAVI key of the MMI, the input switches 

between  

LVDSin RGB AV1 AV2 AV3 AV4 LVDSin RGB..   
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(2)Accessories                                        
 LVDS cable  

 4 AV input cables with mini-jack connector 

 6Pin power input cable. 

 interface converter box 

 RGB input wire. 

 user manual 

 
(3) Specifications                                     

  

BATT/ACC range : 7V~25V 

 Power   : 0.3A @12V 

 Video input  : 0.7V~1V  

 Audio input  : 0~5Vpp 

 Audio output   : 4Vpp max. 

 Video input formats: PAL B.G.D.K.I / SECAM /NTSC 

Video output of the AV output connector has the same 

format as the video input. 

 NAVI talkover  : 0V~30V, trigger condition @>3V 

 CAMERA wire  : 0V ~30V, Trigger condition @>3V. 
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